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New Approach to Teach Product Design
That Breaks the Disciplinary Boundaries

Abstract

This paper presents an initiative and a strategy to teach product design to students in different engineering technology fields through cross departmental collaboration and cooperation between faculty members in the Mechanical Engineering Technology and the Computer Engineering Technology Departments. The work is funded by the National Science Foundation Advanced Technology Education Division (Award No. DUE-1003712) recently awarded to New York City College of Technology.

Traditional approach to teach product design in a college setting was mostly confined by disciplinary boundaries. There were very little or no collaborations among various engineering departments. Advances in computer technology and semiconductor electronics have created a new product design field called **mechatronics**. Mechatronics treats product design as system design that requires the tight integration of mechanical components, electrical/electronic systems, industrial design ideas, computer-control systems, embedded systems, and intelligent software into the product design and development processes. Most of the products now being developed are mechatronics in nature. To help students to understand the multidisciplinary nature of the product design, various hands-on product design projects have been developed by the faculty members in the two engineering departments. Students from four different fields of the two departments (mechanical engineering technology, industrial design technology, electromechanical engineering technology and computer engineering technology) have been involved in these projects. Students are divided into design teams. Each design team consists of students from different fields. Joint class sessions are being held and taught by faculties from the two departments at different stages of the design project. Students started to gain important experience in team work, time management, and collaboration and cooperation through various design activities. This concurrent engineering and mechatronic design approach, which emphasizes team collaboration, has become the new industry standard in product design and development.

Students were given specific mechatronic/robotic design projects that required them to use actual mechanical, electrical/electronic hardware and software that are being currently used by the industry. This enable the instructor to simulate actual product design activities occurred in the industry. Not only were students exposed to the latest mechatronic technology, they also learn the concurrent engineering design approach in the process. Students were provided with a framework of fundamental design knowledge with hands-on cross-disciplinary activities that allow them to develop an interdisciplinary understanding and integrated approach to product design. Through these hands-on activities, students will also learn the concept of product lifecycle management and sharpen their teamwork skills.

1. **Mechatronics: The New Trend in Product Design**

Mechatronics is defined as a design field with multidisciplinary engineering approach. It is the synergistic combination of mechanical engineering, electrical and electronic engineering,
computer engineering, and systems design engineering in order to design and manufacture useful products. To put into perspective, mechatronics treats product design as a system design that requires the tight integration of mechanical components, electrical/electronic systems, industrial design ideas, computer-control systems, embedded systems, and intelligent software into the product design and development processes. It also requires engineers, technicians, and designers from various disciplines to possess broader knowledge beyond their specialized fields and to work together concurrently\textsuperscript{1,2}. This concurrent engineering and mechatronic design approach, which emphasizes team collaboration, has become the new industry standard in product design and development. Mechatronic technology has been identified as one of the top 10 highly influential emerging technologies of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century by MIT’s Technology Review and by the International Center for Leadership in Education\textsuperscript{3,4}.

2. Mechatronics Technology Center: Platform for Inter-Departmental Collaboration

The Mechatronics Technology Center (MTC) provides a unique platform for faculty and students to engage in hands-on work. Faculty members and students from different programs (mechanical engineering technology, electro-mechanical engineering technology, computer engineering technology, and industrial design technology) meet in the center to discuss and share their ideas, to test design concepts, to experiment with and to hold workshops and seminars.

The MTC consists of a new robotic laboratory and several existing laboratories. The existing laboratories are: CAD, Materials Testing, Manufacturing, Control Systems, Instrumentation, and Computer Controlled Systems Laboratories.

These state of the art software and hardware give designers the necessary freedom to choose and test their design ideas. They enable designers to try different options and to offer different design alternatives. New machines such as a CNC milling center, injection molding, water jet, and 3D printers have been utilized by faculty and students to make parts for their design projects.

The robotic laboratory features robotic systems from National Instruments, Lego Mindstorm, and Arduino. These systems have the following unique features:

- Open Architecture. Unlike many other educational robot kits, which provide a fixed configuration and are used mainly for programming, this robot system provides mainly the enabling components used in the industry (robot controller, electrical/electronic devices, motors, sensors, diagnostic software etc). This provides opportunity to create projects to simulate actual industry activities in design, construct, test, evaluate, and program mechatronic products. It emphasizes creative thinking, innovation, problem solving, and hands-on teamwork.

- The Robotic Technology used in the Industry. The National Instrument’s state of the art CompactRIO (cRIO) programmable automation controller is used as the robot controller by many companies\textsuperscript{5}. The cRIO features embedded real-time processor for reliable stand-alone or distributed operation and is embedded with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip to provide the flexibility, performance, and reliability for custom hardware integration. This will enable us to create projects that touch all aspects of mechatronic design and
applications. The Lego’s Mindstorm NXT Brick and Arduino Micro Controller as the robot controller provide affordable alternatives for students’ low cost design projects. They will also be used to teach robot programming and control. These three robotic systems are being used to address different needs of the program.

The details of the state-of-art software and hardware are shown in the following Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3. Learning Community: A Unique Environment for Learning

The participation of students from different engineering and technology programs to solve multidisciplinary design problems has created a new learning community. It gives students new perspectives when dealing with product design issues. Students realize that product design is a system design, not a design of unrelated components. For example: An industrial design of one component might affect the mechanical design of a system, which in turn could affect the selection of electrical/electronic components, and thus the overall performance of a product.

This type of learning environment provides a unique learning opportunity. Students learn the importance of collaboration and cooperation. They have to pay attention to design issues not only in their specialized field, but others as well.

It has been reported that students work well in groups and students learn more from hands-on projects. Group activities make students to be more active and engage in teamwork and collaboration.


A hands-on cognitive apprenticeship-type training approach has been used to effectively deliver the training material. In traditional schooling that has less practical focus on hands-on training, the “practice” of problem solving, reading comprehension and writing is not at all obvious. And the thinking processes are often invisible to both students and teachers. It is very difficult to understand the logic of programming; however, people in general understand better when they see a program that makes a motor turn based on an action of a sensor. This cognitive apprenticeship training makes the process of thinking visible.

Students use actual physical parts in their design projects. In the past, students rely heavily on their computer to come up with the virtual model of the product. Sometimes, it is very difficult
for the instructor to explain why the model does not work. When students make the physical model, they can test it to verify their original design, and see if the model met with the design specifications.

The Mechatronics Technology Center (MTC) provides a much needed platform for students to experience failure with their design model. “Failure is the mother of success”. The cognitive hands-on activities provide college students opportunities to learn from their many failures. Thomas Edison would not have invented the electric light bulb, if he had not went through 3000 plus different experiments and found out that only two of his ideas proved to be true.

The curricula of the three programs will be modified to create cross-departmental design projects. Students will learn how to design, construct, evaluate, operate, and test mechatronic products. Activities include: 3D design and modeling, materials and manufacturing processes selection, mechanical and structural design, electrical/electronic design, computer control with embedded systems, interfacing, programming, and project management. These simulated product design activities will give our students a better understanding of product design processes and provide them with much needed hands-on experience.


5. Competition Entry: Practicing Design

Once the students have been taught with the hardware and software, they are able to build a variety of unique and innovative mechatronic prototypes to compete in various college level competitions or showcase at engineering events such as Robotic Innovations Competition and Conference (RICC), ASME IShow, EPA P3 Awards, NCEES Engineering Award, and ASEE Robotics Competition. The competition provides an opportunity for the students to learn from their competitors. It provides the necessary motivation for cross-departmental students to work together as a team in MTC.

Additional hardware acquired by the Mechatronics Technology Center such as various National Instrument’s C Series Modules, National Instrument’s Single Board Real-time Controller, NI myDAQ, and Arduino Micro Controller and Shields, makes it possible for City Tech students to create these mechatronic projects for competition with other colleges and universities.

6. Proposed Assessment Plans

Both formative and summative evaluation tools will be used to assess the effectiveness of the implementation and the outcomes of the project.
Formative evaluation will be conducted to assess ongoing project activities. It will address whether project is being conducted as scheduled and whether project is meeting stated objectives and goals.

Faculty advisors will monitor the progress regularly. The team will meet every Friday to report progress and to discuss problems encountered.

Summative evaluation will be conducted to assess the project’s outcomes after the project is completed. This is to determine to what extent the project met the overall objectives and goal.

A final result of this project will be reported in a future paper.

7. Conclusion

Nationally, technician education practice must align with industry practice or face the risk of losing national competitiveness in the new mechatronic product design and development area. New York City College of Technology (NYCCT), as a top producer of associate-degree recipients from underrepresented minority groups, has the opportunity to lead in training technicians to use project-based concurrent design, moving away from the current paradigm of sequential design within disciplinary boundaries to bring educational practice into sync with industry needs. This approach has been proven to drive much higher levels of performance by empowering each participant; speeding development by eliminating resource bottlenecks; and to improve quality and creativity in product development by bringing together multiple perspectives to solve problems and share specialized insights across a range of products.\(^8\)

Our goal is to change the paradigm for technician education in mechanical engineering technology, electro-mechanical technology, and industrial design technology programs by making concurrent design and mechatronics the hallmark of these programs at City Tech. Our objectives are:

- To create a product design/mechatronics technology center (MTC) that provides a hands-on training platform to teach emerging mechatronic product design technology to emulate the robotics training program developed by the Robotics Academy at Carnegie Mellon University.

- To establish linkages through collaborations in a form of partnership that provides a pathway from secondary to post-secondary educational institutions to industry, using mechatronics and concurrent design as the tool. This would enable high schools, two-year and four-year college programs, and the industry to operate synergistically as a system.

- To develop internships to bring workforce training directly into college. This would lead to create a certificate program in providing opportunities for incumbent workforce and high school technology teachers to be trained on emerging mechatronic/robotic technology

- To articulate with 4-year programs in computer engineering technology, industrial design technology, and career and technical teacher education at City Tech as well as other 4-year
engineering and technology institutions. This would help to establish a pipeline to supply graduates at different levels with well-balanced practical engineering knowledge and adaptable technical skills.

Each program that this paper is aimed at improving plays a vital role in the US economy. Industrial design, for example, has been identified as a crucial element at improving productivity. Industries such as medical devices, consumer electronics, automobiles, and home appliances depend on industrial design for innovation and competitive advantage. The technology fields that this program covers in mechatronic technology includes design, materials selection, manufacturing, and testing fields that have been identified by ATE as well as by “Engineer of 2020” report, and elsewhere as vital for the nation’s economic prosperity.

We believe the project when fully implemented will significantly improve our ability to provide the kind of training that industry is looking for in the mechatronic product design and application. City Tech students will benefit tremendously through these integrated concurrent engineering and mechatronic product design activities. In addition, by introducing the Learning Products Designs through Hands-on Robotics Projects, the impact of NYC public high schools and NYC industry partners will be significant.
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